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Abstract The Internet Archive’s (IA) Wayback Machine
is the largest and oldest public Web archive and has become
a significant repository of our recent history and cultural her-
itage. Despite its importance, there has been little research
about how it is discovered and used. Based on Web access
logs, we analyze what users are looking for, why they come
to IA, where they come from, and how pages link to IA. We
find that users request English pages the most, followed by
the European languages. Most human users come to Web
archives because they do not find the requested pages on the
live Web. About 65 % of the requested archived pages no
longer exist on the live Web. We find that more than 82 % of
human sessions connect to the Wayback Machine via refer-
rals from other Web sites, while only 15 % of robots have
referrers. Most of the links (86 %) from Websites are to indi-
vidual archived pages at specific points in time, and of those
83 % no longer exist on the live Web. Finally, we find that
users who come from search engines browse more pages than
users who come from external Web sites.
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1 Introduction

A variety of research has been conducted for studying Web
archives to answer questions related to user needs and to
present Web archive data to users [22,34,43,67]. However,
no previous work has been carried out to answer these ques-
tions: What do Wayback Machine users look for in the con-
text of languages of the pages they request? Why do users
come to Web archives? Do they come because they cannot
find the Web pages on the live Web, or do they come because
they want a copy of a Web page at a specific time? Where do
Web archive users come from? Who links to Web archives?
How do sites link to Web archives? Do sites link deeply to
specific archived pages or link to the repository? Why do
sites link to the past? Is there a relationship between the refer-
rer and the time spent in the archive? Is there a relationship
between the referrer and the number of browsed archived
pages?

The Internet Archive [39] is the first Web archiving ini-
tiative attempting global scope and currently holds over 360
billion Web pages with archives as far back as 1996 [46].
It allows traveling back in time for traversing archived ver-
sions of Web pages through the Wayback Machine [61]. In
this paper, we examine the requests of Web archive users,
both humans and robots, to gain insight into what users look
for, in the context of the language of the requested pages,
through an analysis of the server logs of the Internet Archive’s
Wayback Machine. We deduce the reason for using the Web
archives by checking the status of requested Web pages on
the live Web. We also provide an analysis of referring pages
of human users to investigate how humans discover the Way-
back Machine, why the referrers link to Web archives, and
how they link to Web archives. Finally, we investigate if there
is a relationship between the referrer and the session length
and duration.
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We found that users of Internet Archive’s Wayback
Machine request English pages the most, followed by several
European languages. We also found that most human users
come to the Wayback Machine via links or direct address
presumably because they did not find the requested pages on
the live Web. Of the requested archived pages, 65 % do not
currently exist on the live Web, which we believe implies that
many users come to Web archives because they do not find
the Web pages on the live Web. From analyzing the referrers,
we found that more than 82 % of human sessions have refer-
rers, while only 15 % of robot sessions have referrers. We also
found that 86 % of the referrers link deeply to archived pages
at specific times, and of those 83 % no longer exist on the
live Web. In terms of linking, there is an overall preference
for linking to the recent past. Finally, we found that the users
who come from search engines and the Internet Archive’s
home page have longer sessions in terms of the number of
browsed pages than users who come from external Web sites.
Most of the sessions that are composed of one request come
from external web sites.

This paper is organized as follows. Definitions of impor-
tant terms and a review of related work on Web usage mining
and Web archive studies are presented in Sect. 2. Section 3
contains a description of the Wayback Machine’s Web server
logs, the sampling methodology, and the dataset we used in
the analysis. The methodology of this study and the method-
ology of the analysis are presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 con-
tains the results from analyzing the Wayback Machine access
logs in terms of the content language of the requested pages
and the existence of these pages on the live Web. Section 6
presents a detailed analysis of the referrers of human users.
Future work and conclusions for the findings are presented
in Sect. 7.

2 Background

2.1 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has analyzed
where Web archive users come from or what they look for
in terms of the linguistic context. Furthermore, the usage
of Web archives in general has not been widely studied. The
characterization of search behavior and the information needs
of Web archive users have been studied by Costa et al. [21,22]
based on quantitative analysis of the Portuguese Web Archive
(PWA) search logs.

In a previous study [9], we provided the first analysis of
user access to a large Web archive. We discovered four basic
access patterns for Web archives through analysis of Web
server logs from the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine.
In the study, we applied heuristics for robot detection after
data filtering and found that robot sessions outnumber human

sessions 10:1. Robots outnumber humans 5:4 in terms of raw,
unfiltered requests, and 4:1 in terms of megabytes transferred.

Many studies have investigated what is missing from dig-
ital libraries and Web archives, in addition to the effect of
this on the satisfaction of users’ needs and expectations
[17,51,60,68]. In [60], the Internet Archive’s coverage of the
Web was investigated. The results showed an unintentional
international bias in the archive coverage through uneven
representation of different countries in the archive. The rea-
son of unbalanced representation of countries is visibility of
the Websites (i.e., the number of inlinks of Websites). The
results also showed that the language of a Website does not
have an effect on how Internet Archive indexes it.

Ainsworth et al. [8] estimated the coverage of Web
resources in Web archives in “How Much of the Web Is
Archived?” They sampled 4,000 URIs from DMOZ, Deli-
cious, Bitly, and search engines and measured their coverage
in the public Web archives and the number and frequency
of archived versions. They found that, according to the URI
source, the archived percentage varies from 16 to 79 %.

AlSum et al. [10] studied the coverage of 12 Web archives
on 3 data sets from the live Web, web server access logs of
the archives, and fulltext search of the archives to create pro-
files for the 12 archives. They discovered that IA has the
largest and widest coverage of all the archives. This find-
ing matches our results of checking the coverage of other
archives in Sect. 5.

Carmel et al. [17] suggest a tool to dynamically analyze
the query logs of a digital library system, identify the miss-
ing content queries, and then direct the system to obtain the
missing data.

We investigate what is missing through an analysis of
requests with an HTTP 404 status in the Wayback Machine
Web server logs.

2.2 Memento terminology

In this section, we explain the terminology we adopt in the
rest of the paper. Memento [64] is an HTTP protocol exten-
sion which enables time travel on the Web by linking the
current resources with their prior state. Memento defines the
following terms:

– URI-R identifies the original resource, which is the
resource on the live Web that is being archived. A URI-R
may have 0 or more mementos (URI-Ms).

– URI-M identifies an archived snapshot of the URI-R at
a specific datetime, which is called Memento-Datetime,
e.g., URI-Mi = URI-R@ti .

– URI-T identifies a TimeMap, a resource that provides
a list of mementos (URI-Ms) for a URI-R with their
Memento-Datetimes, e.g., URI-T(URI-R) = {URI-
M1, URI-M2, . . . , URI-Mn}.
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Who and what links to the Internet Archive 103

Fig. 1 Sample of the Wayback Machine access log. The first exam-
ple is a request for a TimeMap, while the second one is a request for
a memento. The last three examples are different cases for how the
users linked to the Wayback Machine. In the third example, the referrer

is Wikipedia, which links to a partial TimeMap (TimeMap for a year
only). The fourth example shows an example of an external referrer.
The fifth request shows an example of a Google referrer

Although we use Memento terminology, the logs we ana-
lyze are from the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine and
not the Memento API.

3 Dataset

We used Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine server logs
in our analysis. The Internet Archive anonymized the client
IP addresses, so it is not possible to geolocate the incoming
requests. Furthermore, in the interest of further protecting
the anonymity of their users, the Internet Archive recently
announced that they were encrypting all traffic to their site
[15,30,56].

3.1 Wayback Machine access logs

A Web server log file is a plain text file that records the activity
of the submitted requests from users of the Web server. The
Wayback Machine access logs contain the following fields1:
client IP address, access time, HTTP request method (GET
or HEAD), URI, the protocol (HTTP), HTTP status code
(200, 404, etc.), bytes sent, referring URI, and User-Agent.
A segment of five requests from the Wayback Machine server
log is shown in Fig. 1. The first line shows a request for a
URI-T. The second line shows a request for a URI-M. The last
three requests show different cases for the referrer field. As

1 Apache “Combined Log File Format”.

we mentioned earlier, for privacy purposes, Internet Archive
anonymized the client IP addresses.

3.2 Sampling the dataset

Before analyzing the dataset, we used mixed sampling strate-
gies [32,59] to prove that the samples we used in the analysis
are representative.

The Wayback access logs were sampled using two prob-
ability techniques: cluster sampling, which is choosing a
cluster of data randomly, and random sampling, where each
sampling unit has an equal chance of being included. We per-
formed cluster sampling by choosing 7 days (Feb. 2–8, 2012)
and random sampling by taking a random slice from each day.
We then used purposive sampling [62,65] for choosing the
samples we used in the analysis. Because we checked the lan-
guage of the content of requested pages, we covered the peak
times of Internet traffic for many countries with speakers of
different languages to avoid biasing the results. We picked
samples from the log file which are representative for the peak
times of several cities around the world, as shown in Fig. 2.
According to previous studies, the hours between 6 p.m. and
12 a.m. (i.e., midnight) are considered to be peak times for
Internet traffic [25,45,66]. Home internet use has been well-
studied, at least in the United States, and reveals that people
engage in a wide range of activities, including commerce,
entertainment, job and career enrichment, classes, and news
[27,52]. Note that even though we focused on choosing sam-
ples that cover the peak times in multiple cities, each sam-
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Fig. 2 The dataset of 6M
HTTP requests is constructed
from slices of 2M each from
03:00, 13:00, and 18:00 UTC on
February 2, 2012. The peak
hours in New York, Los
Angeles, Tokyo, Moscow, and
Berlin are indicated by arcs

Table 1 Features for each sample of 2M records, Feb. 2–8, 2012 and the three samples from different times we used in our analysis

Samples Duration GET (%) Embedded (%) s2xx (%) s3xx (%) s4xx (%) s5xx (%) SI robots (%) NullRef (%)

2 Feb@03UTC 0:31:30 98.5 37.8 32.1 51.2 11.7 5.0 7.2 48.1

2 Feb@13UTC 0:26:42 99.3 41.6 33.0 51.7 12.4 2.9 5.0 50.3

2 Feb@18UTC 0:26:10 98.3 49.3 34.3 51.4 12.0 2.4 4.3 41.5

2 Feb@06UTC 0:31:30 98.4 37.8 33.7 51.8 11.7 2.8 4.5 42.6

3 Feb@07UTC 0:31:15 99.3 34.8 32.4 52.3 13.1 2.3 12.0 56.6

4 Feb@12UTC 0:40:34 97.7 43.7 34.2 50.8 12.0 3.0 7.7 47.5

5 Feb@09UTC 0:42:57 97.9 42.7 33.2 52.2 11.6 2.9 7.7 47.0

6 Feb@13UTC 0:29:35 99.4 41.9 34.1 51.7 11.2 3.0 2.9 49.4

7 Feb@21UTC 0:25:45 99.7 44.7 33.4 51.9 10.3 4.4 3.5 42.6

8 Feb@16UTC 0:24:33 99.8 46.8 33.6 53.2 10.1 3.1 3.8 43.9

Mean 0:31:03 98.8 42.1 33.4 51.8 11.6 3.2 5.9 46.9

STDDEV 0:05:37 0.7 4.0 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.8 2.5 4.1

STDERR 0:01:47 0.2 1.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.8 1.3

ple also covers work hours for other cities of the world. For
example, the 13:00 UTC sample that covers the peak time
of Moscow, Berlin, etc., will cover the work hours for New
York City (8 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time).

Table 1 contains the following features for each sample:

– Duration: the difference between the last request time
and the first request time of each sample in HH:MM:SS
format.

– GET: the percentage of requests that used the GET
method.

– Embedded: the percentage of requests that were for
embedded resources of Web pages (such as images and
CSS files, etc.).

– s2xx: the percentage of successful requests (2xx status
code).

– s3xx: the percentage of redirections (3xx status code).
– s4xx: the percentage of client errors (4xx status code).
– s5xx: the percentage of server errors (5xx status code).
– SI Robots: the percentage of requests by self-identified

robots based on the User-Agent field.
– NullRef: the percentage of requests that had an empty

referral field.

Each sample consists of a slice of 2M requests to the Way-
back Machine Web server. The last three columns of Table 1
show the mean, standard deviation, and corresponding stan-
dard error between the samples. We can see small standard
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Who and what links to the Internet Archive 105

errors between the samples, from which we conclude the
samples of Feb. 2, 2012 are representative and can be used for
the analysis. There could be exceptional days that result in an
increase in traffic in the Web archive, such as an anniversary
of an important event (e.g., 9/11 collection2), or a decrease in
traffic when something happens to the Web archive, such as
the fire that occurred at the scan center of IA’s headquarters
in Nov. 2013 [5,6,29].

From Table 1, we notice that HTTP 3xx (e.g., the fifth
example of Fig. 1) accounts for 51 % of the total num-
ber of requests. This is related to the default Wayback
Machine behavior. First, the Wayback Machine rewrites
all of the hyperlinks of a memento’s embedded resources
with the memento’s timestamp. Second, in the resolution of
these URIs, the Wayback Machine will redirect the request
of the embedded resources and hyperlinks to the nearest
(timestamp) available memento. Furthermore, the Wayback
Machine responds with a 302 status first when the requested
URI-R is not available on the Wayback Machine, and then
responds with a 404 status.

We composed 6M requests from three slices of times, in
which each slice is 2M records from the Wayback Machine
Web server. We chose the samples from Feb. 2, 2012, which
was representative for a normal traffic day, at different
times.

4 Methodology

4.1 Preprocessing

The breadth and depth of studies on the topic of Web log
preprocessing are massive and increasing [9,12,44,54,58].
Preparing the Wayback access logs for usage mining starts
with transforming the raw log file into server sessions through
Web log preprocessing (data cleaning, user identification, and
session identification) [20].

Data cleaning is eliminating the irrelevant entries from the
log file [37]. Because robots crawl Web archives intention-
ally, we did not eliminate their requests in the cleaning step.
We eliminated the following items which were irrelevant in
terms of user behavior:

1. Requests that were generated automatically by the Web
browser for embedded resources of the requested Web
page (such as graphic files, page style files, etc.).

2. Entries with an HTTP status code other than HTTP 200,
404, or 503. We kept only these because we considered
them to be requests executed by the user.

3. Requests using the HEAD request method (as suggested
by [37]).

2 https://archive.org/details/911.

4. Static resources of the Internet Archive Web site and the
URIs of the liveWeb service, which the Internet Archive
introduces to redirect the user to the live Web when the
copy is not found on the Wayback Machine.

5. Invalid requests from Web sites which included a link
for malformed URI-Rs (for example, about:blank)
among their embedded resources, so that each request on
their Web sites caused automatic requests to the Wayback
Machine server. Similar behavior had been detected by
Omodei [42].

There were 1,219,408 requests (20 % of the raw file)
remaining after cleaning, which is consistent with our previ-
ous analysis of Web archives [9]. We then applied user iden-
tification by the IP and the User-Agent fields. For illegitimate
users who change their User-Agent every request, we used
20 different User-Agents as a threshold for the number of
User-Agents per IP to detect malicious robots, as suggested
by [9].

A session is the group of consecutive requests that is
performed by a user [38]. Session identification starts with
user identification, then continues by applying a threshold
timeout so that if the time elapsed between two consecu-
tive requests is longer than this threshold, the second request
is considered as the first request of the new session. There
have been several suggested timeout thresholds including
10 min [37,53], 25.5 min [19], 30 min [36,57], and 60 min
[11]. We used 10 min as a timeout threshold for session
identification.

After identifying the sessions, we extracted features for
each session to be used further in the analysis. A session, S,
is 5-tuple.

S = 〈URI, Sl, Sd, BS, IH〉
The following is the description of each item:

– URI is the set of URIs that the user visited in the session.
The set of URIs are defined as:

URI = {URIi |i is an integer, 1 ≤ i ≤ Sl

and URI ∈ {URI-T, URI-M}}

– Sl, session length, is the number of Webpages the user
requested during the session.

– Sd, session duration, is calculated by subtracting the
timestamp of the first request of the session from the
timestamp of the last request of the session.

– BS is the browsing speed of each session. BS = Sl/Sd

– IH, image-to-HTML, is the ratio between the num-
ber of image files and the number of HTML files per
session.
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Fig. 3 Overview model for
results of the paper

4.2 Detecting robots

We had the challenge of detecting the robots that had not
identified themselves in the User-Agent field. The robot
detection problem has been investigated in several studies
[23,24,57]. We used several robot detection heuristics which
have shown great effect in distinguishing robots from humans
[9]:

– User-Agent check: a syntactical log analysis that is done
by checking the User-Agent field. This heuristic is helpful
for the robots which declare their identity to the Web
server through the User-Agent field.

– Number of User-Agents per IP: as mentioned earlier,
based on our previous study [9], IP addresses with more
than 20 different User-Agents were classified as robots.

– Robots.txt file: the sessions in which users downloaded
the robots.txt file for the Wayback Machine (http://web.
archive.org/robots.txt) are labeled as robots.

– Browsing speed: based on various studies [18,41,44,58],
we used BS ≤0.5 (i.e., no faster than one request every
two seconds) as a threshold for human browsing speed.

– Image-to-HTML ratio: a session with IH <0.1 (less than
one image file for every 10 HTML files) is labeled as

a robot. This heuristic is the best predictor for robots
[9,55,57].

After applying the robot detection heuristics, we found
that robots contribute to 92.4 % (1,127,204 out of 1,219,408)
of the filtered requests. The percentage is consistent with our
previous analysis of Web archives [9].

Figure 3 shows a model for the flow of the paper and how
we achieved the results of each section. After distinguishing
the human requests (92,204) from robot requests (1,127,204),
we performed a check of the status code. For the requested
Web pages that were found in the archive, we checked the
language of the URI-Ms of these requested pages. We also
checked the status codes of the URI-Rs of the requested
pages on the live Web to discover why people came to Web
archives. For the requested Web pages that were not found in
the archive, we first check their relative URI-Rs existence on
the live Web, then for those that were found on the live Web,
we detected the language. We also checked the existence of
the missing pages on other archives. For discovering who
links to Web archives, how people reach Web archives, why
they link to Web archives, and how they link to Web archives
(i.e., deep link or link to the whole repository), we analyzed
the referrer field of the humans as detailed in Sect. 6.
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Table 2 The top 10 languages for URI-Ms with HTTP 200 (on the left) and for the URI-Rs of unarchived requested pages (on the right)

URI-Ms with HTTP 200 URI-Rs with HTTP 404

Language Humans (%) Language Robots (%) Language Humans (%) Language Robots (%)

English 71.7 English 72.4 English 66.9 English 62.2

Japanese 5.5 Russian 7.0 Russian 7.9 Russian 11.1

German 3.6 German 3.1 German 5.4 German 3.8

Vietnamese 2.9 Spanish 1.9 Japanese 5.1 Indonesian 3.1

Russian 2.3 French 1.8 Spanish 2.5 Polish 2.5

Portuguese 2.1 Vietnamese 1.7 Polish 2.3 Vietnamese 2.2

French 2.1 Japanese 1.5 Romanian 1.6 Spanish 2.0

Spanish 1.9 Polish 1.5 French 1.2 Thai 1.9

Bengali 1.8 Portuguese 1.3 Italian 0.8 French 1.8

Italian 0.9 Thai 1.1 Portuguese 0.7 Dutch 1.1

Table 3 The existence of the requested archived pages on the live Web. Available represents the requests which ultimately return “HTTP 200”,
while missing represents the requests that return HTTP 4xx, HTTP 5xx, HTTP 3xx to others except 200, timeouts, and soft 404s

Found in archive Unarchived

Humans Robots Humans Robots

URI-Rs available on live Web (%) 36.4 62.5 25.4 33.2

URI-Rs missing from live Web (%) 63.6 37.5 74.6 66.8

Unique URI-Rs 40,791 331,573 2,441 209,384

5 What do Wayback Machine users look for?

In this section, we give insight into what Web archive users
look for in terms of the content language of requested pages.
We used the language detection library created by Shuyo
[50] for detecting the language with precision over 99 % for
53 languages [16,49]. We also check the existence of the
requested Web pages on the live Web to discover why users
access Web archives.

5.1 Archived Web pages

5.1.1 Distribution of languages used in the Wayback
Machine

We extracted the successful requests (HTTP 200 status code)
from humans and robots to detect the language distribu-
tions for the content of the requested pages. These successful
requests represent 93.1 % (85,909 out of 92,204) of all human
requests and 56.7 % (639,684 out of 1,127,204) of all robot
requests. The request can be for a URI-T or a URI-M. For the
URI-Ts, which represent 13 % of human-requested pages and
80.8 % of robot-requested pages, we estimated the language
using the most recent URI-M from the TimeMap.

We identified 52 different languages from the successful
requests. The left two columns of Table 2 show the top 10
languages which accounted for 94.8 % of human and 93.4 %

of robot requests. For both human and robot users, English
contributes the most to the successful requests, reflecting the
high Web archive penetration rate in English-speaking coun-
tries. Japanese is the second most frequent language with
5.5 % for humans, and Russian is the second most frequent
language for robots at 7.0 %. We also notice that despite the
existence of Web archives in Europe, the requests to the IA
from speakers of European languages contribute 13 % of the
top 10 list for human requested pages and 18.5 % of the top
10 list for the robot requests. We assume that this is because
of the popularity of the Internet Archive, so most of the peo-
ple who know about Web archiving may only know about
the Internet Archive.

5.1.2 Existence on the live Web

From all 85,909 successful human requests, we checked the
existence of the 40,791 unique URI-Rs on the live Web. The
robots generated 639,684 successful requests, in which there
were 331,573 unique URI-Rs whose existence on the live
Web was also checked. We also checked the pages that give
“soft 404s”, which return HTTP 200 but do not actually exist,
based on the algorithm in [14]. Table 3 contains the results
of checking the status of the Web pages that were found in
the archive on the live Web. For example, the URI-R “http://
err.lolipop.jp/404.html” is not available on the live Web but
it is found in the archive:
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Table 4 The number of found
URI-Rs and the corresponding
URI-Ms of the missing pages
(211,825 unique URI-Rs) from
the Web archives

Web Archive Archive Web Site #URI-R #URI-M

Internet Archive (2013) Web.archive.org 56,503 1,657,264

The National Archives webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk 787 15,354

ArchiefWeb www.archiefweb.eu 47 18,347

Archive-It archive-it.org 41 4,682

UK Web Archive www.webarchive.org.uk 38 12,277

Library of Congress webarchive.loc.gov 35 1,092

WebCite webcitation.org 29 1,104

curl -I "http://err.lolipop.jp/404.html"
HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found
...

curl -I "http://web.archive.org/web/*/
http://err.lolipop.jp/404.html"
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
...

We believe that humans access the Wayback Machine
because they do not find Web pages on the live Web. Table 3
shows that for the requested pages that were found in the
archive (returned HTTP 200 status), the percentage of the
missing pages from the live Web for human requests is
63.6 %. On the other hand, the percentage of the missing
pages from the live Web for robot requests is 37.5 %.

5.2 Unarchived Web pages

Of the 6M requests in our sample, 12 % returned an HTTP
404 status. Not all of these are actually unarchived; approxi-
mately 2 % of the unique URI-Rs are malformed (e.g., http://
cnn.com) and were removed. We used the remaining valid
URI-Rs (209,348 robots and 2,441 humans) to detect content
language, check live Web status, and check existence in other
archives.

5.2.1 Existence on the live Web

The current state of the requested URI-Rs that had HTTP
404 status was determined by testing their existence on the
live Web. For example, the URI-R “http://SMALLPOTTER.
RU” gives “404 Not Found” in the archive and also does not
exist on the live Web:

curl -I "http://wayback.archive.org/web
/*/
http://SMALLPOTTER.RU/"
HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found
...

curl -I "http://SMALLPOTTER.RU"

curl: (6) Couldn’t resolve host
’SMALLPOTTER.RU’

The results of the requested pages that were not found in
the archive are shown in the right hand side of Table 3. Of the
URI-Rs that were not found in the Wayback Machine, 66.8 %
of those requested by robots and 74.6 % of those requested
by humans do not exist on the live Web. To compensate for
transient errors, we repeated the requests several times for a
week before declaring a URI-R non-existent.

5.2.2 Distribution of the content language for unarchived
Web pages

We detected the content language of available URI-Rs on
the live Web, which represent 25.4 % (620 out of 2,441)
of the unique URI-Rs for humans and 33.2 % (69,510 out
of 209,384) for robots. The total number of requested URI-
Rs is 227,450 for robots and 1,578 for humans. The two
rightmost columns of Table 2 have the results for robots and
humans separately. For the Web pages that were not archived
in IA’s Wayback Machine, English is the most requested lan-
guage with 66.9 % of the human-requested Web pages and
62.2 % of the robot-requested Web pages. The top 10 lan-
guages comprised 94.5 % of all the content language of the
requested pages. European languages made up 22.5 % of the
human-requested pages and 22.4 % of the robot-requested
pages.

5.2.3 Existence in other Web archives

We checked the 211,825 unarchived pages for existence in
other archives at the time of the experiment. The existence
in the Web archives was tested by querying Memento prox-
ies and aggregator [63]. For completeness and fairness, we
also included the results from IA’s Wayback Machine in
March 2013. This resulted in 56,503 out of 211,825 URI-
Rs that were unarchived in Feb. 2012 now being available in
the archive. Table 4 contains the number of URI-Rs found
in the Web archives and the number of covered URI-Ms.
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The Internet Archive has the most coverage at the time of
experiment as it has increased its repository recently [31].

6 Where do Wayback Machine users come from?

We used the referrer field, which contains the Web page that
links to the resource to determine how people discover the
Wayback Machine. Table 5 contains the result of analyzing
the referrer field. As we see in the table, in terms of sessions,
84.8 % of robot sessions do not have referrers while only
18.1 % of human sessions do not have referrers (i.e., they
reached the Wayback Machine by a link in an email, direct
address, or direct bookmark). An empty referral field is a
strong indicator of a robot, which means that the behavior of
robots in Web archives is similar to the behavior of robots on
the live Web in terms of the referral field.

In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of the refer-
rer field of human users to gain insight into who links to the
Wayback Machine and how they link to it. Robots are not
included in the analysis of referrers because the majority of
robots do not have referrers and for those that do, we do not
necessarily trust their values.

6.1 Who links to the Wayback Machine?

The percentage of human sessions with referrers is 81.9 %.
We eliminated the sessions that were referred by a URI-M or
URI-T because their sessions started prior to our sample. Of

Table 5 The referrer statistics for the robots and humans

Sessions Referrer (%) Null referrer (%)

Human 81.9 18.1

Robot 15.2 84.8

Table 6 The top 10 referrers

Web Site Percentage
(%)

Description

en.wikipedia.org 12.9 Wikipedia

archive.org 11.9 IA Home Page

reddit.com 10.2 Social News Web Site

google.TLD 9.9 Google Search Engine

info-poland.buffalo.edu 1.5 Polish Studies

de.wikipedia.org 1.4 Wikipedia

cracked.com 1.2 Humor Site

snopes.com 1.1 Urban Legends
Reference Pages

facebook.com 0.9 Social Media

crochetpatterncentral.com 0.9 Crocheting Hobbies

the sessions that started with an external referrer, 9.6 % came
from Google. The users who came from the home page of the
IA contributed to 11.9 % of the sessions with referrers. That
means many people start at the IA to access the Wayback
Machine.

6.1.1 Top referrers

Table 6 contains the top 10 referrers that link to IA’s Wayback
Machine. The list of top 10 referrers represents 51.9 % of all
the referrers. As the table shows, en.wikipedia.org outnum-
bers all other sites including Google search and the home
page of Internet Archive (archive.org). Note that Google
search is 99.3 % of all search engines that link to the archive.

Wikipedia is one of the most popular information resources
in the world with more than 500 million unique visitors
monthly [7]. Wikipedia typically links to external references
in each article, but there are about 128,604 articles with dead
links [2]. Wikipedia editors have more knowledge about cit-
ing Web pages and are aware of linkrot (link death or break-
ing) [3] and citing archived pages of the Web pages they refer
to [4]. There is an initiative from the Internet Archive for fix-
ing broken Wikipedia links which will cause an increase in
the usage of the archive among the Wikipedia community
editors [46]. A real example from the logs that reflects how
Wikipedia editors cite archived pages is shown in the third
line of Fig. 1. The referred-to page is a partial TimeMap, the
TimeMap of a Website in specific year.

Many of the people who came to the Wayback Machine via
a referrer, came through a search engine, as shown in Table 6.
Note that “google.TLD” represents Google search and 24
other Web pages from Google’s Website (e.g., http://www.
google.com/about/company/history.html). Since the major-
ity are from Google search, we describe it as Google search
engine. An example that shows how people find the archive
is presented in the fourth sample of Fig. 1. Facebook also
appears as a top referrer, which indicates that many peo-
ple share links to the past. The data in Table 6 suggest that
the top 10 list of referrers is not dominated only by pop-
ular Web sites, such as Wikipedia and Facebook. There are
non-popular Web sites (e.g., crochetpatterncentral.com, info-
poland.buffalo.edu) as well, but with small percentages. We
assume that the reason for having non-popular Web sites
among the top 10 referrers is that the results represent the
long tail of access. If a few people know about the Internet
Archive they will be the reason for traffic from non-popular
Web sites. For example, if even one or two users in a pre-
sumably small community, such as crocheting, are aware of
the Internet Archive and create links to archived Web pages
in it, then this will produce a noticeable spike in referrals. It
would not be surprising to find that on other days, different
non-popular Web sites appear in the top 10 referrers with
small percentages.
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Table 7 The top 10 TLDs of the referrers

TLD .com (%) .org (%) .net (%) .jp (%) .ru (%) .de (%) .edu (%) .to (%) .uk (%) .info (%)

Percentage 45.4 33.9 8.4 1.8 1.4 1.4 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.5

Table 8 The top 10 ccTLDs of Google search referrers

ccTLD .com (%) .uk (%) .de (%) .ca (%) .jp (%) .pl (%) .nl (%) .ru (%) .fr (%) .br (%)

Percentage 56.7 6.0 5.3 4.8 3.7 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.4

6.1.2 Classification of referrers

Table 7 presents the distribution of Top-Level Domains
(TLD) for the URIs that link to the IA’s Wayback Machine
(only the top 10 are shown). The data in the table suggest that
most of the connections are from the .com, .org, .net, .jp, .edu,
and .ru domains. Despite the existence of many Web archives
in Europe, there are many European domains linking to the
IA, such as .ru (Russia), .de (Germany), .fr (France), and .it
(Italy). Note that .to is the TLD for a Russian language site
(http://lurkmore.to/).

For the referrers from Google search, we extracted the
country code top-level domain (ccTLD) of the URIs to dis-
cover the countries of the users who came to the Wayback
Machine through the search engine. The results are shown in
Table 8. English-speaking countries are in the lead, followed
by the European language countries.

6.2 Inter-linking between languages

From the analysis of the content languages of the referrers
and the archived pages which have been linked by the refer-
rers, English represents 80.7 % of the referrers’ content lan-
guages and 80.2 % of all referred pages. English referrers
link to English archived pages 92 % of the time. A small
percentage of English referrers link to pages in other lan-
guages. The top five languages that English pages link to
are (in decreasing order) Portuguese, Vietnamese, French,
and German. Figure 4 contains a directed weighted graph,
which is created using Circos [35], to show the relation-
ship between the languages of the referrers and referees. We
exclude English from the graph to be able to analyze the
rest of the languages and see what they are linking to. For
a particular language, the length of the outer arc represents
the sum of the number of referrer pages and the number of
referee pages in that language. Moving toward the center, the
next arc represents the percentage of referees, and the third
arc represents the percentage of referrers in that language.
For example, links to Japanese archived Web pages denote
46 % (160 out of 357) of all the Japanese language pages
for referrers and archived pages all together. The inner circle

shows the relationships between languages of the referrers
and referees. Ribbons of different widths connect the lan-
guages. The direction is represented by a gap between the line
and the incoming language (referrer language). For example,
there are 30 links from Japanese (ja) pages to Bengali (bn)
pages, which are shown as a fairly broad blue line. The lan-
guages where the relative number of referrers and referees
together is <20 have been excluded to remove noise from the
graph.

The figure shows that languages primarily self-link with a
few inter-language links (recall that we have excluded Eng-
lish from the figure). Many of the top ranked languages of
human-requested pages appear in the top ranked list of refer-
rers, such as Japanese, German, Russian, Spanish, French,
Polish, Dutch, Bengali, etc. It is surprising to find many
European referrers to IA’s Wayback Machine despite the
existence of European Web archives. However, many of the
European archives are dark (i.e., not publicly accessible)
and those that are publicly accessible often have compar-
atively smaller holdings as a result of their collection policy
[10].

6.3 How do Web pages link to the Wayback Machine?

We found that 86.4 % of the Web pages that link to the Way-
back Machine point to mementos, which means that they link
to Web pages at a specific time, 12.8 % of Web pages point to
TimeMaps, and 0.8 % point to the repository (e.g., http://web.
archive.org). Google search links to the repository, because
Google does not crawl the archive based on the robots.txt
exclusion protocol.

6.3.1 Temporal distribution of the referred URI-Ms

Figure 5 shows the total number of mementos which were
pointed to by the referrers, grouped by the year of their
Memento-Datetime. There is a significant bias toward 2008,
then 2007, and then a bias against the more distant past.
We found 14 URI-Ms all from a single Web site that link
to a datetime in 2099. We assume that the referrer wants to
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Fig. 4 Most languages self-link, with the notable exceptions of Japanese → {Bengali, Vietnamese} and German → Portuguese

redirect the site’s visitors to the most recent copy of the linked
Web page.

6.3.2 Why do Web sites link to the Wayback Machine?

The nature of the Web is ephemeral and the expected lifetime
of a Web pages is short [26,28,40,48]. Many of the changes
that frequently occur on the Web are actually the loss of the
Web pages themselves [33,47]. So, Web archives are impor-

tant to Webmasters and third parties for preserving and saving
many Web sites [13]. Figure 5b clarifies that most people link
to the Wayback Machine because they did not find the pages
on the live Web. The figure shows that for most years, more
than 70 % of the referred pages in the archive no longer exist
on the live Web. About 83 % of all referred-to URI-Rs do not
currently exist on the live Web. That means there are people
who are aware of the archive’s existence and link to archived
pages of articles that no longer exist on the live Web.
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available on the live Web. b The percentage of unavailable URI-Rs of these URI-Ms on the live Web

Table 9 The median and average session length and session duration,
divided based on the referrer

Session length Session duration in seconds

Referrer Median Average Median Average

External sites 1 2.9 74 171.2

Search engines 6 11.4 92 190.3

Archive home page 6 11.3 95 199.9

Direct address 2 7.2 136 326.2

Note that session duration does not include the one-request sessions

6.4 Is there a relationship between the referrer and the
session length and duration?

In this section, we check if the referrer type relates to the
time that the user spent in the archive. We also check if there
is a relationship between the referrer type and the number
of browsed archived pages. Of all the sessions, 50 % were
composed of one request only. In the terms of patterns, which
we have identified in our prior work [9], those one-request
sessions are called Dips. We investigated if the type of the
referrer could be a reason for these Dips.

In this section, we give a detailed analysis of the sessions
after dividing them based on their source (i.e., the referrer
field) into four categories: sessions from external Web sites,
sessions from search engines, sessions from the archive home
page, sessions with no referrer (e.g., sessions that used a
direct address such as a link in an email). For the sessions
with no referrer, which we call “direct address” through the
rest of the paper, there is not much information about how
they link to the archive (e.g., link in an email or bookmarking)
from the logs.

6.4.1 Session length

We found that 77 % of the one-request sessions came from
external Web sites. Table 9 shows a summary of median and
average values for the session lengths and durations of the
four categories of sessions. The left two columns of Table 9
show that the median and average values of session length for
the sessions that came from search engines and the archive
home page are much larger than median and average values
that came from external Web sites. This means that the people
who know about the archive browse more pages than the users
who come from external Web sites. The sessions that come
from a direct address also have longer session lengths than
the sessions from the external Web sites.

Figure 6 shows that Dips (sessions of length one) repre-
sented 64 % of all the sessions that came from the exter-
nal Web sites. Also, it is rare to have a long session length
when referred by an external Web site. However, the three-
request sessions represent the highest percentage, with 12 %
of the sessions that came from search engines. The Dips rep-
resent only 7 % of all the sessions that came through the
search engines. Of the sessions that started with the archive
home page, 11 % are Dips. From these results, we notice
that the sessions that came from search engines and the ses-
sions that started with the archive home page have similar
behavior, in which both browsed more pages than the ses-
sions that came from external Web sites and the null referrer
sessions.

6.4.2 Session duration

Table 9 shows a summary of the relationship between the
session duration and the referrer. It shows the medians and
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Fig. 7 The CDF for session duration based on the referrer types. Note
that direct address includes the sessions with null referrers

averages for each group of sessions, excluding the sessions
that were composed of one request only. Although the one-
request sessions represent a large portion of the sessions that
came from external Web sites (64 %), there is no indication
in the logs how long users remained on those pages. In Web
analytics, this is termed the “bounce rate” [1]. We notice
that the sessions that came from a direct address had longer
durations than the rest of the groups, furthermore, the small-
est median and average are for the sessions that came from
external referrers.

Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
for the session durations in seconds. We can see from the
figure that the sessions that came from a direct address tended
to have longer durations. Next are the sessions that came from
search engines and the archive home page. The sessions from
external Web sites have the smallest durations. We can see
that the sessions from the archive home page and from the
search engines overlap.

7 Future work and conclusions

In our future work, we plan to extend our analysis of the
behavior of robots in Web archives and contrast it with the
behavior of robots on the live Web to distinguish their respec-
tive behaviors.

From the analysis of Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine
server logs, we conclude that most humans come to the Way-
back Machine to find missing pages from the live Web. The
percentage of the requested archived pages which currently
do not exist on the live Web is 65 %, which means that many
people come to the Web archives because they do not find
the Web pages on the live Web. We provided analysis for
the distributions of languages to gain insight about what
users look for in terms of the languages of the pages they
browsed. We found that English is the most used language
on the Wayback Machine, followed by many European lan-
guages. European languages represent about 22 % of the
Web pages that were not found on the Wayback Machine,
for both human and robot requests. The large percentage
of European languages among the unarchived pages can
be a good indicator for archival demand for European Web
pages.

We also provided analysis for the referrers of human users
to discover where Wayback Machine users come from. We
discovered that Wikipedia is the most frequent referrer of
pages to IA’s Wayback Machine. From analyzing the TLDs of
the referrers, we found many European domains (.ru, .de, .fr,
etc.) in the top list of the referrers. English represents 80.2 %
of the referrer languages, followed by European languages.
We found that the languages are linking mainly to themselves
and to English.

We found that 86 % of the referrer Web pages link deeply
to mementos. More than 82 % of the links to these memen-
tos are because their corresponding URI-Rs do not exist on
the live Web. There is a bias toward the recent past in terms
of linking. We also found that the users who come through
search engines make long sessions in terms of the number of
requests per session, while the users who come from exter-
nal Web sites tend to have short sessions. There are some
questions that cannot be answered from the data we have.
For instance, where do IA users come from, in terms of their
countries? Because Internet Archive anonymized the client
IPs, the GeoIP information cannot be retrieved. But we were
able to get insight about the languages that have been used
by detecting the languages of the Web pages that the users
requested.
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